2021
If I had to summarize 2020 using one word, it would be
CHANGE. Every aspect of our lives as we knew it was thrown
into a blender without preparation and set on puree. We don't
work, shop, learn, celebrate, or communicate the same way.
Some of us have lost people near and dear to our hearts. Many
have learned to cherish the little things in life and to value
every second of it.
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Along with this change, I have seen people give of their time
and money to help those who were struggling. It wasn't done
for the recognition but for the satisfaction of knowing they
made a difference where they could.
Take some time to reflect on all that we've been through over
the last 10 months. Even though we're still adapting, we're still
standing.
I want to leave you with two words a friend put together that
has been encouraging to me during 2020...FALL FORWARD!
Let that sink in.

Easy New Year's
Resolutions
Try Something New! Order a different menu item, try a new
hobby, shop at a different store, take pictures of things, change
your hairstyle or hair color, send flowers just because...
Schedule time each month to socialize with friends no
matter what! The details can change each month but don't let
anything cancel these plans. It's important to set aside time for fun,
laughs, and friends. Virtual communication makes this possible.
Assign each room of your home a month during the year.
Try to pick months you aren't as busy. During that month you will
go through the assigned room and get rid of anything you don't
need or haven't used in the last year. Finally, give the room a good
cleaning.
Start a journal. Try to make an entry in your journal at least once
per week, if not daily. It doesn't have to include feelings and drama
if you don't want it to. Summarize what events took place;
accomplishments, goals, surprises, disappointments, etc.
Plan some road trips. You don't have to go too far or stay a long
time. Surely there are places nearby that you haven't explored yet.
Ask around for ideas. Day trips can be the best!
Get back to your roots. What did you do before electronics took
over your life? Play board games, kick the soccer ball around, build
with blocks or legos, dance in the rain, form a band with kitchen
items...the possibilities are endless.
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JEFF LAMBERT

Water Treatment Plant
INTERESTS
hobbies:

traveling

music: country
food: pizza

This or That?
Marvel or DC Comics
Zoo or Aquarium
Ice Cream Cone or Snow Cone
Truth or Dare
Italian Food or Mexican Food
Comedy or Drama
Invisibility or Super Strength
Beach Home or Log Cabin
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5 Easy Chicken Marinade Recipes
Ingredients
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https://ifoodreal.com/easy-chicken-marinade-recipes/

https://ifoodreal.com/healthy-white-chicken-chili/

FIELD OPERATIONS ~ Employee Appreciation Activities
Free breakfast and 2 hrs recognition time!!!

Who followed directions
the best for their
drawing?
JUSTIN ECKMAN!!!
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Candy Jar Guessing Game
Winner...John Smith
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Who answered
the most
questions
correctly about
their Admin
Team?

SALISBURY FIRE DEPARTMENT
The SFD shows appreciation to
its employees by setting up a
Hot Chocolate Bar.

In addition, this cute little guy and
his 2 siblings played hide-and-seek
at the fire stations with the
employees. Who says men can't
have fun, too?!

WATER WORKS

Water Works held a pumpkin decorating contest within each division.
They also hid mini pumpkins around the plant as well and whoever
found them while working received a prize.
Hot chocolate and candy canes were handed out to employees as
a special treat. Lastly, there was a fun gift exchange to finish out
the year.

MAKE A NOTE
Wellness Wednesdays:
January 20th @ 2:30pm - Meditation Break
January 27th @ 10:00am - Morning Stretch
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84794307259?pwd=bDBpZW1OVjhBY2daOTgvaW1TN205UT09

Letters to Mayor Day:
Get your letters ready for Mayor Day. There is no theme
so be creative and share something encouraging and
positive to get him through these last several months.
Letters are due by January 29th.

February

Souper Bowl is back! Get your recipes ready by
February 4th. More details coming to an inbox near
you.
Donations for a Valentine basket for Mayor Day's
girls will be due February 11th. Start collecting your
items now.

